1 Introduction . For a given index set I, let us consider a family (A, : v c-I) of subsets of a set E . In this note we deal with some aspects of the following question : to what extent is it possible to prescribe the cardinalities, or the order types in case E is ordered, of the sets A v and of their pairwise intersections? In (1) the authors have shown that, given any regular cardinal a, there is a family of a+ sets of cardinal a whose pairwise intersections are arbitrarily prescribed to be either less than or equal to a . In Theorem 1 below we prove a stronger result which states that if a is regular, say a = ida , and if E is well-ordered and of order type wá, then one can find a+ subsets A" of E, each of type wá, whose pairwise intersections are arbitrarily prescribed to be either of type wa or of a type less than w a . By way of contrast, Theorem 2 below impliesthis is its special case m = 21 W ; n = 1~2 ; p = k o -that, assuming the Generalized Continuum Hypothesis (GCH), there do not exist X .+i sets A v , each of cardinal at most Nom , such that .I 2 of them have pairwise finite intersections, whereas all other pairs of sets A v have a denumerable intersection . Theorem 3 gives another case in which some type of prescription of the sizes of the intersections cannot be satisfied . Finally, Theorem 4 asserts that in Theorem 3 the condition cfp + cfm cannot be omitted . The paper concludes with some remarks on open questions .
2 . Notation . We use the obliterator an operator which removes from a well-ordered sequence the term above which it is placed . Roman capital letters denote sets . If A is ordered then tp A denotes the order type of A . If We shall define x(6, rl) E S(6, ,q) for 6, ,q < (o, and we shall put A(v0 ) _ { x (6, V) : 6,y < w a } .
(2)
Case 1 . t < (o, Then, by (2), f (,a, v.) = 0 for a < vo , and we have vo < o), Hence we can choose, for all 6, , q < (o, x(6,rl)ES(6,rl)-U (v < vo )A(v) . Then, by (3), tpA(vo ) = wá . Let 00 < &), and assume that 6(0) and V(0) have been defined for 0 < Oo in such a way that (4) and (5) hold for 0 < Co . We shall define 6(Oo) and q(00) . Put It now follows that there are numbers 6(Oo), r7(Oo) such that V(00) < 6(00) < ál(00) < N, C(00) n S(ó(00), Wo)) + 0
This completes the definition of 6(0) and r7(O) for 0 < wa so that (4), (5), (6) hold for 0, Oo < (o, We now define x(6, 91) for 6, 77 < wa . Let 6,, ?71 < cva . By (4) and (5) there is 00(61, V,) < a.)a such that
for 0 < Oo(6,, ~q,,) . For, this only means that Oo(61, 911) is the least ordinal A < wa satisfying r7 (A) >, max {61, V,}, and such an ordinal A exists by (4) and (5) . This completes the definition of x(5, V) for 6,77 < w, and we can define A(00) by (3) . Since x(6, ~7) ES(6,,q), we have tpA(vo) _ o)á . Let /,to < 1'o . We now show that (1) holds for (a, v) _ (,to,1'o) . There is a least number 00 < wa such that B(0o) = A(,a,) .
Case A . f (ao,1'o) = 0 . We shall show that A(/to) n A (1'o) c U (6, V < 97(00)) S(6, 91),
which would imply tp (A(Ito) A A(vo)) < (,q (~o) + 1)2 < tea . Assume that 92, 972 are such that q(0o) < max{E2,V2} < (oa . Then, by (7), %(00) < max {62, %2} ~< 97(0002, 972)) t See footnote in section 2 . 
